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Teachers play an essential job throughout everyday life. There will be no engineers, doctors, seamen, managers, and more without educators. As a soon-to-be propeller of educative wheel in the teaching arena, you must always be all set and equipped. It is synonymous to a person holding a flashlight and that flashlight is metaphorically your students. The light it radiates will remain as the chances and the learning, and while you are going through the discussion, your light should always be full-charged. That large extent of light will brighten up-wide enough to brighten your future.

Nevertheless, at first there are several questions in your mind whether or not your sacrifices for this profession are all worth it. After then, I unquestionably answer this with a major YES. As you enjoy being able to work with young people that you can share various concepts and as you reap the fruits of your labor, being an educational practitioner is worth striving for.

At the beginning, I experienced multiple surge of emotion: excitement, nervousness, and fear. Since teaching entails readiness, it is like you are a soldier in a complete battle gear going in a combat. All of the inopportune feelings must be disentangled with accordingly. You should realize the accurate timing of your reaction, shift of emotion, crack jokes and be serious. It is a battle of acting. And your role highlights the protagonist in such setting.

Remember that educating is not about the instructional method alone, it is grasping learning as well. You will experience cramming, procrastination, and even sleepless nights. As a novice in this battlefield, I am all geared up to bump into anything. The
deadlines to beat, lesson plans to submit, observations, clerical works and evaluation of the student to meet.

But one thing I definitely assured myself of, I am 100 % ready to offer my heart to this vocation. As I walk further in this calling, I need to guarantee the transference of knowledge, values and right conduct to all the students that I will handle. I must exude to the adherence that an educator is a friend, model and guru for the students. The central tenet of being an educator is to inaugurate a foundation of self-reliance, faith and rapport inside the classroom. A teacher’s role is to choose the right personal approach to their students. Every teacher has their own philosophy and goals based on the needs of their students. I must perform the important-shaping role. The individual who takes on the responsibility in educating the people, not only to gain their knowledge, but also increase the well-being of society as a whole.

After all, teaching profession is the most lovable profession. There is nothing to lose being in love and be loved in return.
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